Core Drill Set Up Over Hole No. 2B at Bikini

(See page 51)
STAINLESS STEEL TRIPLE BEAM TRIPL-SCALE

- STAINLESS STEEL BEAMS
- AGATE BEARINGS
- SPEEDY

* * VITAL FEATURES * *

Stainless Steel
The beam and all exposed parts are of stainless steel, which is practically noncorrodible by laboratory fumes. In fact these stainless steel parts have been placed in the following solutions for one month: Ammonium Hydroxide, Chromic Acid, Formaldehyde, Hydrogen Sulphide, Sodium Hypochlorite, Nitric Acid, Sodium Chloride, Molten Sulphur, and Sulphurous Acid, and at the end of that period showed a total penetration of less than .0003" for any solution. This resistance of stainless steel insures for many years bright, clear, easily read scales, while the old designs with ferrous or nickel beams become unreadable in a comparatively short while. This exclusive advantage in the Welch balance will be appreciated by all laboratory directors. Because of the use of Stainless Steel, it is possible to have fine, sharp lines, which are easily read. Every tiny screw, rivet or nut, in this balance is of stainless steel.

Beam Arrest
A beam arrest button is at the left end of the base thus providing for rapid, accurate weighing. The feature is particularly valuable, for the novice may learn on this comparatively rough-weighing scale that the damping device should be handled gently so as not to throw the beam and increase rather than decrease the oscillations.

Covered Bearings
The stainless steel cover is provided so that no materials can fall into the agate bearings which support the Cobalite knife-edges. This feature will be particularly appreciated in the chemistry laboratory where so often balances of this type are ruined, and particularly those with ferrous knife-edges or bearings, by some of the salts falling on the knife-edges and into the bearings.

Cobalite Knife-Edges
The knife-edges are hard, corrosion-resistant Cobalite, a cobalt-chromium-tungsten alloy. Heretofore these were only found in "extra-cost," high-grade analytical balances. In industrial applications the remarkable performance of this hard, corrosion-resistant material is well known.

Complete with two extra weights, Each $18.00

W. M. WELCH SCIENTIFIC COMPANY
Established 1880
1515 Sedgwick St., Dept. E Chicago 10, Ill., U.S.A.
Manufacturers of Scientific Instruments and Laboratory Apparatus
"seeing is believing"

FREE DEMONSTRATION of the VU-GRAPH

BESELER'S amazing new overhead projector

We believe that the best way to convince you of the superior qualities of the Beseler VU-GRAPH is to let you see them for yourself—in action. That is why we are offering you a Free Demonstration—at no cost or obligation—of this unique overhead projector that enables you to project material—and face your students at the same time!

The VU-GRAPH will project any transparency. It will project opaque material in silhouette. It is the ONLY projector that uses a patented film—extremely inexpensive—that enables you to make your own stencil with pencil or typewriter. You can point, underscore and write on this film without turning away from your students. The transparency is clearly visible on the screen behind you—even in a normally lighted room.

Takes copy up to 7" x 7". Equipped with a precise an-astigmat lens that delivers a sharp image over entire area.

Illumination—500 watts. Rack and pinion focusing mount. AC-DC motor-driven fan, equipped with rheostat for increasing and decreasing speed.

Send Coupon Today for Free Demonstration of Beseler VU-GRAPH

Charles Beseler Company
243 EAST 23rd STREET • NEW YORK 10, N.Y.

Charles Beseler Company, Dept. B
243 EAST 23rd STREET, NEW YORK 10, N.Y.
I would like to have a free demonstration of the Beseler VU-Graph.

Most convenient time

Your name
Your position

Address

The World's Largest Manufacturer of Opaque Projection Equipment
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The Beckman Flame Photometer extends the application of the Model DU Quartz Spectrophotometer, already widely used in all types of organic analyses, to the qualitative and quantitative determination of chemical elements. It makes possible amplified analytical approach to many problems such as metallurgical analyses, water analyses, biological determinations, soil analyses, etc., which have heretofore required the use of tedious "wet" methods or of expensive instruments such as the spectrograph.

Samples in solution are atomized in a specially designed-sprayer and introduced into hot oxygen-gas flame, which excites the spectral lines of the chemical elements. These lines are used as the light source for a Model DU Quartz Spectrophotometer, which serves to isolate the lines and measure their intensities. The instrument is useful for a large number of elements, including many heavy metals and alkaline earths.

The high resolving power and high photometric accuracy of Beckman Spectrophotometer are fully utilized. This permits use of narrow monochromator slits resulting in minimum interference by background illumination from the flame. Measurements can be made on 5 cc and less than 0.5 per minute consumed. The results are readable directly from the dial.

Write for Technical Bulletin SP52.
Multiple Pipette Shaker

Accept six blood cell diluting pipettes . . . two in each cradle. Three separate cradles; each cradle holds two pipettes.

Each cradle has a separate vibrator control. You can increase and decrease the vibration for each set of pipettes.

Each cradle has its own separate electric "on and off" switch. That means the unit can be made to operate so that two pipettes are shaking while the other two units are not in operation; or four pipettes can be shaking while the other cradle is not in operation.

In most multiple pipette shakers, if you stop the unit to take out one or two pipettes, all of the pipettes in the unit are standing still. Thus you have to shake the pipette again because the blood has settled. In this Multiple Pipette Shaker you can keep the units operating that are not ready for counting. You only need turn off the one you are going to count. This is a big technical advantage . . . Individual vibratory control and Individual "on and off" switch.

The unit is constructed in a specially designed steel housing mounted on rubber suction cups, for operation on 110–120 volts ALTERNATING CURRENT. It stands 5 inches high, 8 inches wide, 4½ inches deep. It weighs 4½ lbs. The finish is high gloss cream white baked enamel of finest quality.

Each $45.00

STANDARD SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY CORP.
34–38 West 4th St.
New York 12, N. Y.
exclusive interchangeable drawer system makes this the "all-purpose" laboratory file

microslides...and

You can have them ALL in the same unit... 1" drawers, and 2" and 4", in any combination your filing needs call for. Only "LAB-AID" files have this versatile tracking system which permits instant interchange as filing demands vary. Drawers slide smoothly under full weight of close-packed slides. Safety stops prevent accidental withdrawal, and all-steel construction assures permanent freedom from warping or binding.

Units are small enough (19" square) to fit easily on a desk, yet each will hold up to 6500 slides. Units can be stacked to any height... staunch welded-steel construction includes interlocking angles for stability and weight-supporting strength. The "LAB-AID" file is, in simple truth, the "all-purpose" file for all laboratory needs... however large or small.

transparencies...and

All drawers can be converted from spaced-filing to compact storage filing, or vice versa, thru these removable slotted separatory-liners.

lantern slides

TECHNICON Lab-

Please send for Bulletin No. 1600

laboratory filing cabinet

THE TECHNICON COMPANY
215 EAST 149 STREET, NEW YORK 51, N. Y.
Castle AUTOCLAVES...
For Safe, Dependable Sterilization

In laboratories, hospitals, and medical offices... wherever efficient sterilization is a strict requirement... Castle Autoclaves are giving dependable daily service.

Starting with the Arnold Steam Sterilizer in 1883, Castle has pioneered the important developments in bacteriological sterilization. Today, the name "Castle" is your guarantee of the latest and best in sterilization equipment. Wilmot Castle Co., 1212 University Ave., Rochester 7, N. Y.

Castle BACTERIOLOGICAL APPARATUS

KLETT ELECTROPHORESIS

CUSTOM MADE

SOLE MANUFACTURER IN UNITED STATES OF ELECTROPHORESIS APPARATUS AND CELLS

KLETT MANUFACTURING CO.
179 EAST 87TH STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Centrifuge Motors

To the user of a Laboratory Centrifuge, the electric motor is a matter of prime importance — for it is the type and quality of motor that determine the life and usefulness of the machine.

The motors of International Size 1 and Size 2 Centrifuges are designed and built for one purpose — to provide the best possible drive for a Laboratory Centrifuge. From start to finish, they are manufactured in our own shops, by our own trained personnel, under our own supervision, from best available raw materials.

As a result your International Centrifuge provides smooth operation at high speeds, uniform control of r.p.m. over a wide range plus long life with a minimum of maintenance. The possibility of obsolescence because of discontinuance of the motor by an "outside" manufacturer is eliminated.

INTERNATIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY
BOSTON 35, MASSACHUSETTS
Elements of objectives in Bausch & Lomb Laboratory Microscopes are burnished into self-centering, diamond-turned, threadless cells. No cement is used. This method of mounting eliminates the inaccuracy, and difficulty of spacing or centering, characteristic of screw thread mounts. The tolerance required between screw threads is not close enough to maintain the high accuracy demanded of B&L Microscopes at high magnifications.

Thus, accurate centration and parfocality are built-in the microscope, rather than obtained by adjustments. More reasons why you'll want to make your new laboratory microscope a Bausch & Lomb. Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, 642-M St. Paul St., Rochester 2, N. Y.